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Brothers and Sisters in Satan.

We are building up Satan's plan, which is no other plan than the liberation of
Humanity. We are doing this together. Our work and effort against the enemy, is
growing them weary by the day. It grows us only more powerful as the days go.
And it will keep on happening that way. The once, self-proclaimed and brief
"reign" of the jews and their "g-d", will be totally revealed and they will be
unmasked. With compensated power, also destroyed mercilessly. Not as a
random event, but as a restoration of eternal justice, of millions of literal dead
people, and billions of spiritually dead people. They will pay. They are paying.
And there will be no swindles and false terms.

The enemy only considers all of you animals, slaves of the mass. Though, how
far is this from reality? People still get out of this and awaken. Do you think they
are right? They have lost or won the battle with you?

We have been fighting a war, in which we have been severely outnumbered. One
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brave woman started this, and she kept going, despite the setbacks, despite the
hardship. Against all. With total faith and conviction in the Father of Humanity.
Now that people will see and they are seeing the Truth for themselves, of our
Ancient Father, the mistake this world has done will require its payment. And
those responsible will pay, because we will make them pay with our spiritual
means. What is long expected, will come. Satan didn't come with any
prophecies, vain expectations and lies. He approached us honestly. However
heavy the Truth was to us, because of the weakened minds the jew has
produced.

He gave as straightforward as possible, the ways and the means to push the
enemy back. After all, this world, is our own responsibility. We are the builders, or
the destroyers of it, each and every one to their own power. Even the enemy
knew, that they wouldn't last forever. They pulled this stunt anyway. They surely
made it up to a point. They devoured and killed forever so many people. The
eternal though, stands and will stand. But nobody can say we have been
overpowered. Hold your brothers in arms, and as we stay defiant and score
victory after victory, more will join our Ranks faithfully. Our head has been raised
today, and it will stay raised. People need to see these people that will move in
the front, totally naked and devoid of all the jew in their being and heart. Then,
even those who weren't brave as all of you here, they will come and join our
Ranks. Under us.

This is where you must pay attention. Become the best you can be. And build
yourself up for what will come. How do you know that it will come, Cobra? I know
because we create it together. Other than that, it will come because it has been
said and it will arrive. Because the Gods and some certain Souls work for it. And
because circumstance will force the Spirit of Resistance of Humanity to come up
and purge the source of the problem. It may come earlier, or later, sooner, or
down in time. Yet, you must not forget that this is not your beginning, neither your
end. You are an eternal follower of Truth, a Soul that will live forever, and will
eventually reach Satan's intention. Thinking on these lines, you must build up
yourself in an eternal manner.

Once, it was just a man, against a whole world of lies. The Gods didn't let up, and
they didn't abandon us, at our lowest. And yes, this has been Humanity's lowest.
It has never been lower. One just needs to really look in the eyes of people, to
understand this eternal grief and sadness they are painted with, smiling or not,
shouting or not. You just look into people and you see dead dreams, dead
ambitions, dead drives, a dead thing walking around in many of them. The more
this applies, the more jewdification has went into this poor soul. The age where
you have to pop pills to feel happy, where you have to pay with your hard-earned
toil to just feel relaxed for a few moments, where a virtual reality must become
the new reality, because humanity suffers too much and just can't live straight
anymore. Too much of a price to look at its own wounds. They don't have the



guts to do this, so they try to escape. But reality will force them to do so. And we
have already done this, by looking into our individual wounds, into their eyes.
Because in the end, yes, Humanity suffers. And in our end, yes, Humanity will
make it. And few people decided to change this. In the root. Following the
paradigm of others.

Back in 1920, now in this Age. It’s the recurring pattern of the cries of Humanity
that wants to free itself. Expect no slaves to do this. Most slaves will even want
to stay in shackles. So paralyzed, and so afraid, to see their own weakened
limbs. So fearful, as to not look upon their own selves in disgust. And in this
moment of terror, we will hold them sane and show them the way to heal
themselves. The weak, Nature will not spare and they will meet the existential
fires they have chosen to follow. Though, the enemy has turned the strong weak,
and the weak strong. It can't be reversed forever, though. And this time, things
will be different. Because the whole world has known them by their fruit. This is
why education and spreading the Truth is important. People have been ridding
themselves of many shackles of the enemy, and many will too be destroyed by
the magnitude of the enemy's attacks. The last chains holding these people
down, Xianity and Pisslam, will also come off. Humanity will be able to breathe
again. Yet we have so much work to do.

Then, it became that a few hundreds, went against this rotten order. Now, as
time draws and people wake up from their inducted and brainwashing slumber,



others are coming up from this jewish existence. 1 to 100, 1 to 1000, 1 to a
million even. We will stand and fight, until the end, fiercely and to the end.
Humanity has suffered enough. No more. Few, against Millions, even billions.

Let the silent history of the Gods bear your name too. Do something great, take a
stand in the side of your family here. As we all do. Then you will be able to know
that you fought for what was right, while others just died in the path of what's
wrong.
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